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Operating Solutions 
vs.  

Non-Operating Solutions

Which power flow solutions are actually 
possible in a real power network?
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•  All power flow solutions can in principle be materialized as the steady-state of 
a power network—their dynamic stability is a different question.

•  An “operating solution” is a solution that is dynamically stable in the real 
system.  But dynamics is very difficult to model properly, and anyway it is out of 
reach (out of scope) for a steady-state power flow method.

•  HELM does not say anything about the dynamic stability of the power flow 
solution it calculates. But HELM’s solution is very-well characterized, both 
physically and mathematically.

•  HELM’s solution is the maximal analytic continuation of the state given 
by the energized and unloaded (i.e. zero flow) network.

•  The method then proposes that, in the absence of dynamic information, 
HELM’s solution is a priori the most desirable operating point for any well-
designed and well-operated power system, since it continuously connects with 
the high-voltage, low-losses state of an unloaded network (which is obviously 
the best operating point in that limit).

Operating vs. non-operating power flows
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•  Ohm’s law

•  Define

•  Rewrite Ohm’s law as:  

W	 V		Z=R	+	jX	

S=P	+	jQ	

V −W = ZI = Z S
*

V *

U ≡ V
W
;σ ≡ S Z

W *W *

U =1+ σ
U *

Two-bus Case
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•  Multiply by U*:
•  Separate imaginary and real parts:
•  Second order eqn. for UR:

•  Where:

•  Solutions:                           ,  provided 
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Solutions of the two-bus case
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Consider the case where R=X=0; in this 
case, σ=0 and the two solutions reduce to:
•  U+ = 1 
•  U- = 0 
Where the sub-indexes indicate the choice 
of the sign in the square root.
The behavior one seeks for a solution is 
clearly the one displayed by U+ .

The graph on the right displays the behavior 
of these two solutions as Q varies, for the 
following values of the parameters:
R=0.01, X=0.1, P=10MW

In the solution U+ it becomes apparent that 
the voltage increases with Q, whereas the 
opposite happens to U- .

Behavior of the two solutions
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•  The power series used by HELM are of the form: 

•  Where Vsw stands for the swing voltage; this guarantees that the solution is 
linked to U+ at each bus.

•  For PV buses, a conceptually similar embedding condition is used, to fulfill 
the constraint on |V| at these nodes.

•  This singles out, from all the possible solutions, the unique solution that is 
connected (by analytic continuation) to the obvious operating point of the 
system at s=0 (the energized, unloaded network).

•  Physical arguments dictate that HELM’s solution is the most desirable one for 
operating a power system.

•  It is therefore the most reasonable result that a power flow engine should 
yield (in the absence of any other information about dynamics).

Vi (s) =Vsw + sVi 1[ ]+ s2Vi[2]...+ snVi n[ ]+ ...;(i = [1,N ])

HELM’s solution connects with the obvious 
operating point at s=0
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